John le Carré's Cold-War fiction is suffused by what Paul Gilroy calls the "postimperial melancholia" of post-war Britain: "the morbid culture of a once-imperial nation that has not been able to accept its inevitable loss of prestige in a determinedly postcolonial world" (2004, 106) . This is particularly apparent in The Honourable Schoolboy (1977) , which, set across Southeast Asia in the dying days of the Vietnam War, presents a key case study of British postimperial impulses quite as vital as Graham Greene's The Quiet American (1955) of a generation before. Ceded less importance than such "literary" fiction, spy fiction was always uniquely placed to channel political currents, as Michael Denning attests: "since the turn of the century, spy thrillers have been 'cover stories' for our culture, collective fantasies in the imagination of the English-speaking world, paralleling reality, expressing what they wish to conceal" (1987, 1) .
1 With "the secret agent" one of the "key figures" of imperialism (Arendt 1994, 216) 2 and espionage fiction a primarily British phenomenon, the interrelationship with Empire was there from the genre's nascence with Kipling's Kim (1901) . Consequently, The Honourable Schoolboy reveals what British sensibilities might have preferred to conceal about British decline, British imperial nostalgia, British informal imperialism, American post-war hegemony and-submerged amidst these postimperial currents-British anti-Communism. Now itself forgotten, 3 The Honourable Schoolboy was le Carré's follow-up to his bestselling Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy (1974) , initially outselling it, shifting 78,500 UK hardback copies to Tinker Tailor's 52,000, while Honourable Schoolboy's UK paperback would sell half a million copies. Although its number three US bestseller charting did not quite equal Tinker Tailor's pole position-or the publishing sensation of le Carré's breakthrough, The Spy Who Came in from the Cold (1963)-The Honourable Schoolboy confirmed Tinker Tailor's reversal of le Carré's declining sales from 1965 onwards (Sisman 2015, 388) , reaffirming le Carré, alongside Fleming, as a key shaper of public perceptions of the Cold War. With le Carré becoming one of few writers to grace Time's cover in October 1977, this vast level of cultural dissemination made The Honourable Schoolboy a key intervention in Cold-War culture, and it is significant that le Carré used this international platform to address directly, for the first time, Britain's political role in the postimperial Cold-War world.
Tinker Tailor narrated le Carré's tubby, humble, "decent" George Smiley's exposure of a Kim Philby-esque Soviet "mole" in the heart of British intelligence (le Carré's "Circus"). As the direct follow-up, The Honourable Schoolboy ostensibly concerns the anti-Communist counter-attack: Operation Dolphin, with Smiley now head of the Circus, attempting to ensnare another Soviet mole, this time in Communist China, capitalizing upon the Sino-Soviet split. However, with Soviet kingpin, codename "Karla," only a blurry picture on Smiley's wall, and Karla's Chinese mole, Nelson Ko, appearing only fleetingly in the novel's final pages, the "exotic" adventure plot of Smiley's British agent, Jerry Westerby, tracking Ko across the postcolonial periphery, largely overwhelms the dryer, political narrative of Smiley's Cold-War command center in London-as if Fleming were in competition with C. P. Snow for the reader's attention. This occlusion of the Cold War by postimperial concerns recurs throughout the novel, as I shall demonstrate, as well as in critical commentary upon it: contemporary reviews focused on The Honourable Schoolboy's setting (West 1977; ; literary critics dismissed it as a diversion from the "real" Cold War (a particularly solipsistic Eurocentrism, as the Cold War was hottest at its Eastern periphery). 4 Given the enduring critical consensus that le Carré's work presents a moral equivalence between East and West, this essay's argument that The Honourable Schoolboy is a trenchantly anti-Communist text constitutes a key critical and political rethinking of le Carré's fiction. Consequently, I will first read The Honourable Schoolboy in terms of postimperial melancholia-caught between acknowledgement and denial of British imperialism and of British decline-then read the novel again in terms of submerged Cold-War ideology. I then effect a synthesis of these readings, arguing that, with Communism threatening colonialism and capitalism equally, The Honourable Schoolboy posits wildfire Asian Communism as the new object of Britain's "civilizing" mission, whose true aim was always to serve British economic interests.
POSTCOLONIALISM AND THE HONOURABLE SCHOOLBOY
The 1945 United Nations Charter "enshrined freedom from colonial rule as an ideal" (Springhall 2001, 10) , and, followed by the United Nations' 1960 Declaration demanding, "a speedy and unconditional end to colonialism," in geopolitical terms "'empire' became a dirty word in many languages" (Brendon 2007, 539 1999b, 121 ). Connie's characterization of anti-colonial nationalists as subhuman "beasts" helps illustrate vividly quite how imperialism became a "dirty word"-yet the text treats her with at least as much sympathy as satire, suffused in a mythic, fabular register. The pervasiveness of postimperial melancholia has nothing to do with coherence, as an attitude or a narrative strategy. In The Honourable Schoolboy it involves both acknowledgement and denial of the brutal realities of Empire, alongside both acknowledgement and denial of British imperial decline. This is illustrated almost immediately when, in Honourable Schoolboy's opening pages, a perfunctory account of Operation Dolphin as anti-Soviet strike-equivalent to TV drama's "Previously on . . ."-is abruptly eclipsed by a lengthy colonial elegy. This chapter, "How the Circus Left Town," depicts a group of Western foreign correspondents' discovery of the closure of Hong Kong's (fictional) British intelligence headquarters, High Haven. Hong Kong was a pivotal Eastern hub: stupendously rich (Brendon 2007, 647) , commandingly positioned on Asia's Eastern seaboard, thus a prestigious enduring British possession. With the territory's lease from China expiring in 1997 and the People's Republic regarding Hong Kong's recovery from "imperialist" "unequal treaties," as a "sacred mission," by 1975, when the novel is set, the threat of repossession hung heavy on the colony (Brendon 2007, 647-48) . So the depiction of the abandoned imperial British institution, air-conditioners ripped from cages (le Carré 1999a, 30), aerials scratched from once-grand dome (31), foreshadows that handover and thus materially evidences and kinetically evokes British decline. No formal effect is spared to enhance the elegiac mood: the miserable monsoon rain and fog; the laughter of Chinese onlookers at the bemused Westerners regarding their boarded-up institution (29). This, clearly, is an imperial humiliation. As ever in le Carré's work, the intelligence institution-the Circus-represents Britain in both senses. So, in the novel, one of the correspondents writes later, "In the South East, as everywhere else, the British were having to come down from their mountain top" (31-32). Another correspondent adds a lugubrious list of abandoned Eastern locations: "Bangkok, Singapore, Saigon, Tokyo, Manila, and Djakarta as well. And Seoul" (35). This evokes British Prime Minister Harold Wilson's withdrawal of British interests "East of Suez" from 1971 (MacPhee 2011 , a Kipling phrase made even more apt by the chapter's elegiac tone recalling that same imperial poet's "Recessional": "Far-called our navies melt away / On dune and headland sinks the fire / Lo, all our pomp of yesterday / Is one with Nineveh and Tyre!" (Kipling 1977, 130) .
If this protracted High Haven episode appears to accept British decline, this soon transpires to be a textual fort/da, whereby loss is rehearsed ("fort" = gone) to ramp up the "joyful return" ("da" = there) and "master [an] overpowering experience" (Freud 2015, 8-11) . "I want [Karla] to hear from everyone just how dead we are," declares Smiley in London (le Carré 1999a, 102) , as the closure of intelligence headquarters is revealed to be a cover story for renewed British assertiveness across the East. For British readers, this was heady stuff: Britain was not in decline, it was merely playing dead. In Churchillian mode, Smiley tells his troops: "not to produce was not to trade, and not to trade was to die" (69)-the commercial language is hardly accidental, given Britain's poor contemporary economic growth, and the British Empire's historic roots in trade. Framed by the imperial in this way, Operation Dolphin reads more like a reassertion of British global potency than an assault upon Soviet Communism. Samuel Goodman's recent study commendably restores history to spy fiction-which often appears to exist in some generic political no-man's land-but despite his acute analysis of British decline, Goodman does not detect The Honourable Schoolboy's denial of that decline (or its defense of imperialism). With "a British intelligence presence in the Far East left financially bankrupt and operationally redundant" (Goodman 2016, 181) (Kipling 1977, 130) in India (until 1947 (until ), Ceylon (1948 , Burma (1948) , Malaya (1960) and Singapore (1963) , to deploy Hong Kong as The Honourable Schoolboy's axis asserts British global power in material terms-but does so distinctly disingenuously. The novel treats Hong Kong as typical rather than exceptional, leaving the reader none the wiser that Brunei is the only other semi-substantial territory over which Britain could still assert hegemony by the mid-seventies.
Equally, while British political and cultural language shifted from an imperial vocabulary of "civilization" versus "savagery" to a ColdWar dialectic of "freedom" versus "totalitarianism," colonial concepts kept slipping through the Cold War syntax (MacPhee 2011, 18-19 ). Churchill's 1946 "iron curtain" speech effectively claimed democracy and freedom as white-owned commodities of the "English-speaking world" (30-34), while in broader Western culture "the canonical view [was] that Orientals had no tradition of freedom" (Said 2003, 241 ). Yet at the moment Churchill was making his speech, the white-run world was neither democratic (the colonies, including Hong Kong) nor "free" (segregated America; the colonies again), 6 while Hannah Arendt pointed out that totalitarianism owed much to the innovations of British imperialism (1994, Here Smiley apparently claims that liberal democracy's beneficiaries are honor-bound to fight against Communism. But Smiley's redeployment of colonial concepts in a Cold-War context highlights an inherent problem in the concept of "service" itself: who was this service for? The natives being violently "civilized?" The British people as imperial propaganda claimed (Arendt 1994, 160-61) ? The British elite that was the Empire's prime beneficiary? The abstract, elusive British "nation?" With the emperor's clothes off, Smiley's speech inadvertently reveals the naked connection between colonial and Cold War "service" as the maintenance of British power. Indeed the Hon. Gerald Westerby, the "schoolboy" of the novel's title, inculcated in the imperial ethos of sports and service via the public schools designed for that purpose (MacKenzie 1984, 5-6) tellingly answers in terms of military power rather than Smiley's proclaimed moral mission: "Sport [ . . . ] For Heaven's sake. You point me and I'll march" (le Carré 1999a, 123) .
Ultimately Westerby will reject Smiley's invocation of "service" in a postcolonial world-"the sticky little matter of just why we climb the mountain"-because of "the selfless and devoted way in which we sacrifice other people" (le Carré 1999a, 528). While this sounds like a rejection of Smiley's attempt to ennoble the exploitation of individuals to preserve British power, there is no political rationale to Westerby's refusal. In a very similar passage in Greene's The Quiet American, Fowler recognizes that "the sacrifices were all paid by others" (1974, 62) ; those "others" being the colonized "other," the Vietnamese. By Westerby citing British banker (Frost), American journalist (Luke), and British adventuress (Lizzie), as "the other poor sods" Britain has exploited (le Carré 1999a, 528), any critique of colonization is undermined, all three being white, entitled colonialist Westerners.
Westerby's rejection of Smiley's/Britain's authority is, instead, better understood in Conradian terms, whereby "a guilty, lawless Romantic individualism [ . . . ] struggles to subject itself to communal discipline" (Eagleton 1995, 134) . This untrammeled individualism, otherwise known as self-interest, is "solved" by imperial "service" in Conrad, just as it was in nineteenth-century liberalism (Williams 1993, 325) , with social liberalism harnessing loose cannon laissez-faire individualism. In this we can see that Westerby is serving only himself, is reasserting an uninhibited Hobbesian pursuit of human appetites. For while Westerby's attempt to subvert Smiley's capture of Nelson Ko brings about his own death (le Carré 1999a, 560-66) and is ennobled as "honourable" in the novel's title, Westerby's actual action is to attempt to purchase Lizzie from her lover, Chinese gangster, Drake Ko (563). If the text is seemingly oblivious to the sexual politics of this transaction, so too is it to the larger politics. In The Quiet American, again, the equally distasteful bartering between American and British for the heart, mind, and body of Vietnamese Phuong creates a political parable of the Cold War: there is no such parallel in Westerby and Ko bartering the British Lizzie. Nevertheless, Westerby's self-interest is not purely "personal" as per le Carré's claim (Daily Mail, September 8, 1977, 10) ; it serves as a synecdoche of what Raymond Williams named the "larger selfishness" of the British imperial project (1993, 329) . Imperial-class Westerby thus acts as imperial Britain had: buying and selling the colonizedopium-addicted Charlie Marshall; prostitutes on the Mekong delta; even his beloved Lizzie-pursuing an entitled self-interest ennobled by abstractions like "honor," "civilization," and "service." As such, Westerby, quite as much as his supposed opponent, Smiley, exemplifies enduring imperial attitudes of British superiority and exceptionality in a postimperial world.
A second British postimperial anxiety was how to sustain the moral high ground against a declared inhumane, expansionist Communism without being undermined by its own brutal, imperial past. The creation of Britain's Cold-War propaganda unit, the Information Research Department (IRD), was directly prompted by embarrassment over Soviet criticism of British colonial labor camps (Aldrich 2002, 132) . Imperial brutality was not, as latter-day apologies have tended to suggest, a matter of unfortunate "mistakes" but systemic: "governmental terror creatively and legally applied as a mode of political administration and economic exploitation" (Gilroy 2004, 51) . One strategy affected in The Honourable Schoolboy, to affect innocence of imperial violence, was always part of imperial ideology, diffused in John Buchan's spy novels, whose heroes' "schoolboy's dream of [ . . . ] adventure" (Grella 1967, 91) Westerby's characterization recalls. Consequently, imperial ideologue John Seeley's proclamation of the British Empire's lack of "violent military character" (Schwarz 2012, 82 ) is echoed in The Honourable Schoolboy's presentation of High Haven: "built by the Royal Navy in the Twenties in all the grand innocence of that service, to receive and impart a sense of power" (le Carré 1999a, 27) . No contradiction is acknowledged between "power" and "innocence," as if imperial institutions of domination arose organically, without bloodshed. This affected imperial innocence in The Honourable Schoolboy is again exposed via comparison to Greene's The Quiet American. Greene shows British journalist, Fowler's "disinterest"-also known as imperial innocence-becoming increasingly untenable (MacPhee 2011, 28-30) . So when a Vietnamese guard is shot by the Vietminh due to association with Fowler, the latter reflects, "I was responsible for that voice crying in the dark. I had prided myself on detachment, on not belonging to this war, but those wounds had been inflicted by me just as though I had used the sten" (Greene 1974, 113) . When, in The Honourable Schoolboy, Ko's banker, Frost, is murdered due to association with Westerby, Westerby opines, "I killed him [ . . . ] Give or take a little, it was me who gave him the shove. It's not just the generals, it's every man who carries a gun" (le Carré 1999a, 353). The crucial difference between these remarkably similar lines is that the victim in Quiet American is Vietnamese but in Honourable Schoolboy is British. Specific colonial British culpability in Greene becomes a generalized humanist distaste for war in le Carré; imperialism as a system disappears.
The characterization of the novel's few Easterners reveals another textual strategy to cleanse the stain of imperial violence: to present colonialism as a positive, as parental sacrifice. All four of the novel's Eastern characters are either orphans (the Ko brothers; Phoebe Wayfarer) or parentless (Charlie Marshall)-significant because a concept of parent/child was part of imperial ideology: "The British [insisted] their colonial subjects were 'like children' and required a long process of tutelage before they could participate in the governance of their country" (MacPhee 2011, 26; Mamdani 1996, 4) . That such notions were hardly obsolete by 1977 is revealed by politician Lord Vaizey's review of Honourable Schoolboy opining that Britain should "try to train a few Africans in the elementary principles of good government" (Vaizey 1977, 409 ). Yet what is occluded by such attitudes is what makes the children of colonialism "childlike" and in need of nurturing but firm "parenting." The answer is colonialism itself.
Half-Chinese British agent, Phoebe Wayfarer, is a needy fantasist with "colonial yearnings": her British colonial adventurer father purchased a Chinese wife but was later killed "honorably" fighting the invading Japanese (le Carré 1999a, 222). Phoebe's controller, Craw, claims Phoebe consequently sees her father's behavior as emblematic of British colonial behavior: "the British stand by their commitments" (217). However, that the British-via Craw-provide Phoebe with a surrogate father elides her being originally orphaned by colonialism, and also occludes who, in the parent-child, controller-agent relationship, possesses the power: who is "committed" to whom? A pervasive orientalism again disturbs any notion of satire here, the text stressing Wayfarer's unattractiveness and its basis in her ethnic mix (214).
Similarly, pilot/mercenary Charlie Marshall, another product of the union of colonizer and colonized, has "sleepy Chinese eyes and a big French mouth [which] twisted all ways when he squawked" (le Carré 1999a, 402). Westerners speak; Easterners squawk. Rejected by his Kuomintang (Chinese nationalist) father as a kwailo (white devil), Marshall also is childlike, enfeebled by his opium addiction. Charlie takes his drug "like a baby's feed" (414), weeping in Westerby's colonial, surrogate parental arms, Westerby alternating maternal gentleness and paternal discipline with his charge (422). Given that the British introduced opium into China (Brendon 2007, 100-104) , colonialism is again arguably the cause of Marshall's infantilized dependency. However, again this Eastern orphaning is salved by selfless Western nurturing: not just Westerby-Marshall is given a home in Vientiane with Spanish bandit Ricardo and his British lover, Lizzie Worthington, "Charlie Marshall's big sister and earth mother" (le Carré 1999a, 485) in a grotesque caricature of the colonial family.
Chiu Chow Chinese brothers, Drake and Nelson Ko, are also orphans, their mother "killed by the guns" in 1936, thus likely refugees of (Japanese) imperialism (le Carré 1999a, 263 ). Yet Hibbert's status as saintly paternalist-paralleling Smiley-mediates against any textual sympathy for Nelson's anti-colonial critique, enhanced when Hibbert's daughter, Doris, bitterly snaps, "Didn't stop him from eating your food, did it?" (272), framing Nelson's behavior as the ingratitude of selfish child to selfless parent. These attempts to present colonialism as selfless parental nurture, we can see, are fundamentally unstable, potentially revealing the very imperial stain they are attempting to conceal. But what is striking is that in the deployment of these postimperial strategies, the Cold War is barely even background: it simply disappears amidst the potency of the postimperial.
"A BUNCH OF WOLVES": SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP
Britain's "special relationship" with America is as key to The Honourable Schoolboy as it was to British post-war history, prompting a third postimperial anxiety: regarding Britain's global room for maneuver given American geopolitical dominance. With a bankrupted Britain's Empire eroding exponentially post-war, the increasingly powerful United States' refusal to support British defense of "imperial lifeline," the Suez Canal in 1956 (Little 2010, 310) served notice that henceforth Britain could only operate internationally under US hegemony. The unease of this arrangement is illustrated by The Quiet American's tense friendship between British Fowler and American Pyle, and in the world-conquering Bond industry where, "in a quaint reversal of the real balance of power, it is the American Leiter who is the subordinate partner to the British Bond" (Chapman 2003, 96) . The Honourable Schoolboy initially appears to offer a realistic assessment of this "shotgun marriage" (le Carré 1999a, 16 What is common to these novels is less acknowledgement of British weakness and American might, however, than an assertion of British moral superiority to its ostensible ally.
We see this in The Honourable Schoolboy's regular assertions of British cultural superiority: demonstrated linguistically in Smiley's bemusement at the Americans' use of the term "meet with" (le Carré 1999a, 282); gastronomically in the claim that the Americans "wouldn't know the difference" between Spanish and "inferior" South African sherry (283); and decoratively when Martello's office's walls (298) and a US airbase door are made of "traditional fake rosewood" (470). The ersatz, hollow and modern is not so subtly contrasted to the genuine, solid, and traditional with national-political intent. American characters are presented either as redneck thugs or Ivy League assassins. Sol Eckland is as crude in his characterization as his language ("What [the Brits] been doing all the time? Rubbing soap into their pretty faces? So when do they get to shave, for God's sakes?" [296] ; "Somebody ought to go out and shoot that bastard" [287] ). The characterization of preppy CIA station head Marty Martello begins more subtly, but upon arrival in "enemy territory" (Hong Kong), he has "lost much of his gloss" (507) and is soon suggesting shooting the errant Westerby as a "rogue elephant" (560), and is dismissing Smiley's scruples as a preference for "the fuck up" over the "conspiracy" (560), before finally violently absconding with Britain's diligently researched, delicately smoked-out intelligence prize, Nelson Ko.
7 Under pressure, little separates Eckland and Martello in their gracelessness, and both Americans are presented as philistine and expedient in contrast to the cultured and scrupulous British. In this postimperial competitiveness, the Cold War completely disappears. We see this same preoccupation with the special relationship during Westerby's tour of Southeast Asia on Tiny Ricardo and Charlie Marshall's trails. This journey takes up a quarter of The Honourable Schoolboy yet advances its plot only marginally, but does a considerable amount of ideological work. A tour of the volcano's rim, of the Cold-War periphery at its hottest, Westerby's journey instead becomes a tour of imperial fallout, providing a potent elegy for European imperialism in counterpoint to a critique of American imperialism. So, when Westerby visits former French colony Cambodia, recently subjected to intensive US carpet-bombing along its Vietnam border, the Orientalist language suggests imminent collapse of "civilization" into chaos: "With the end so close" (le Carré 1999a, 361), "the Indians stay to pick the carcass" (362); Cambodia is "bleeding to death" (367). There is little sense here of a Cold-War conflict, only the end of an era, the death of European imperialism.
Visiting the Cambodian front-line, Westerby opines of an ignorant female American photographer, "when the Pentagon thinks of civilisation [ . . . ] it thinks of you" (le Carré 1999a, 374). This overlooks Britain's pioneering work in the equation of "civilization" with whiteness: the subject of Bill Schwarz's entire White Man's World. Again, the Khmer enemy is invisible-if audible-while the Cambodian casualties are barely even background color in either the Khmer bombing or the American action (375, 386)-the main drama is between the Western rivals. During a formal dinner amidst the bombardment, a British diplomat expresses "satisfaction" over an American military "boob" (383) and later complains, "Yank[s] seem to want to run the world single-handed these days" (386). By relishing the new imperialists' mistakes but eliding the old hand's imperial "boobs" (the 1947 partitioning of India; the 1953 and 1959 massacres during the Mau Mau uprising), America is being blamed for ills incubated by imperial Britain, the denial of the text seemingly as deep as that of the dining diplomats.
Next, Westerby visits besieged Saigon. When a Vietnamese source begs, "The British are my friends! [ . . . ] Get me out!" Westerby snaps, "Try the Americans" (le Carré 1999a, 431) and cuts off the phone call. The implication is that Vietnam is purely America's problem, occluding the British holding Vietnam for the French from 1945-56, upholding a pan-European principle of imperialism, and thereby helping lay the ground for the Vietnam War (Springhall 2001, 35-41) . It also occludes the fact that Britain was more complicit in that War than its refusal of troops suggested (Tiley 2013) or than the text's declaration that "the British were not involved in the war" allows (431).
"C'est terminé" shrugs a French priest, in Xuan Loc (le Carré 1999a, 430), while in the capital of neighboring former French colony, Laos, Vientiane, the deserted French hotel is "mournful" (432), all adding to the sense of decaying imperialism, the Pathet Lao soldiers occupying the town merely symbolizing this colonial collapse (432). This elegiac tone culminates in the final American defeat in Vietnam, which Westerby hears about in a Thai military base, from a drunk Major Masters, who declares: "The United States of America has just applied to join the club of second class powers, of which I understand your own fine nation to be chairman, president and oldest member" (474). The framing is striking here: although putatively referring to Britain's non-assistance in the Vietnam War, Masters presents the conflict as if it were a competition between Britain and America for imperial dominance. While participating in the maudlin end of empire sentiment (the sound system playing "end of the world music" [473] ), Westerby is insulated against the insult, appearing to blame the United States for imperial collapse: "This is how they tried to win, Jerry thought: from inside sound-proof rooms, through smoked glass, using machines at arm's length. This is how they lost" (472). In reality, American deployment of what Mamdani calls the "bifurcated state" (1996, 16) was no different to Britain's latter-day imperial methods. Unlike France, which deployed direct rule, Britain favored indirect rule via local proxies (Arendt 1994, 130) as developed by Shepstone in Natal and Lugard in West Africa, a "decentralised despotism" which developed after World War II into apartheid (Mamdani 1996, 37) . So if in The Honourable Schoolboy, US institutional premises are hermetically sealed from Eastern infection, deploying American décor and with a revealing lack of windows looking out (280), equally, the British, via Westerby, have almost no contact with the native population, beyond purchasing information in Bangkok or sex on the Mekong delta . This is an Eastern novel largely segregated from Easterners.
Malaya, meanwhile, is the implicit point of comparison in Westerby's complacent judgment on the Vietnam War. In fact, only the victory of Britain's campaign distinguished it from America's campaign, right down to its scale of civilian casualties, its brutal "new village" approach (peasant concentration camps; "strategic hamlets" in Vietnam) and chemical defoliation (Springhall 2001, 56 (2006, 485) , and, thus, in the transition to informal empire, business partners. Thus The Honourable Schoolboy's implication that Britain is the strategic brains behind America's military brawn, the more honorable of the post-war powers, with an imperial record in which good outweighs bad, is a key cultural and political intervention.
Departing Hong Kong at the end of his Eastern tour, Westerby has a vision of "the Colony's last day [ . . . ] Peking has made its proverbial telephone call, 'Get out, party's over '" (le Carré 1999a, 528) . Then Westerby's vision expands: "For a moment it was all one vanishing world-here, Phnom Penh, Saigon, London, a world on loan, with the creditors standing at the door and Jerry himself in some unfathomable way a part of the debt that was owed" (528). Here, in a few lines, are condensed the thematic tensions contained by The Honourable Schoolboy: postimperial melancholia (the sense of an era passing in "one vanishing world"); tension between colonial guilt ("creditors standing at the door") and imperial innocence (a "debt" that is "unfathomable"); and, again, an elision of America's role (the British only regained Hong Kong in 1945 from Japan against Chinese pressure via US diplomatic and military muscle [Louis 2006, 351, 375] ). Most of all, though, there is a lack where the fearful new world replacing the "vanishing world" of Empire should be. Because, under-written in The Honourable Schoolboy and unremarked by critics, all the territories Westerby visits are not just about to be lost to European imperialism but to shift control from imperial to Communist powers.
"A SPREADING PLAGUE": COMMUNISM AND THE HONOURABLE SCHOOLBOY An enduring critical consensus proclaims that le Carré takes an evenhanded approach to the Cold War (Grella 1967; Lewis 1985; Beene 1991; Cobbs 1998 ). This mooted "moral equivalence" is a pervasive misreading, with The Honourable Schoolboy typically amidst le Carré's Cold-War work, espousing a subtle yet unequivocal anti-Communism. To demonstrate this, I will "reverse the controls," as Smiley does midway through the novel (le Carré 1999a, 301), and re-examine Westerby's tour of Southeast Asia in the light of anti-Communism rather than postimperialism.
Westerby's first stop, Cambodia, is about to fall to the putatively Communist Khmer Rouge, though they are never described as such in the novel, even though the Khmer Rouge was essentially the West's most paranoid imaginings about Marxism come true. Communism is thus as invisible as the Khmer guerrillas in the novel's Cambodian scenes (le Carré 1999a, 367-76, 380-88) : in the distance, in earshot, but out of gunshot reach and out of sight. The besieged Cambodian capital, Phnom Penh, is described as "a city about to be given back to the jungle" (422). Reviewing The Honourable Schoolboy, foreign correspondent James Fenton complained, "there was no jungle around Phnom Penh" (1977, 34) . Contra Fenton, such manipulation is irrelevant to textual quality but does ideologically serve to suggest the barbarian at the gate: Communism as the imminent collapse of civilization.
Similarly, in US-held Saigon, under acute siege from the Vietcong, the Viet Cong is nowhere credited as Communist. The enemy is again invisible, elusive, and all the more threatening for it-like some composite of all those Vietnam movies that would shortly proliferate. The language of Westerby's focalization at this point is striking: "the rot this time was irreversible" (le Carré 1999a, 431); "the panic was everywhere, like a spreading plague" (432). Communism here is decay ("rot") and disease ("plague")-destruction; the converse is implicitly Western construction and purity. Civilization again. Similarly, when Westerby hears of the end of the Vietnam War, his focalization describes Major Masters as "suffering the stab of defeat at the hands of unintelligible savages" (474)-another conflation of colonial and Cold-War vocabulary in which Communism is "othered," rendered alien, barbaric, barely human. Also unmentioned, Vietnam would become the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in July 1976.
In neighboring Laos, that the Pathet soldiers in the town are Communist is signaled only by their Mao caps, and the novel does not reveal that this scene takes place just prior to the Pathet Lao's December 1975 takeover of the country. Indeed, like the Cambodian "jungle" slur, the Pathet soldiers are described as "not long down from the hills" (le Carré 1999a, 432), suggesting primitivism, savagery: a common framing of anti-colonial movements in British discourse (Brendon 2007, 555) . Moreover, while the bombing raids on Laos's Plain of Jars are presented as a colonial profiteering adventure for Ricardo and Marshall in the novel, they also-unmentionedserved an anti-Communist purpose: the destruction of the Pathet Lao (Logevall 2010, 295) .
Westerby travels regularly through Thailand, where, although the country was never successfully colonized by either the British or French, its mid-1970s Communist insurgency was believed likely to succeed (Westad 2007, 191) . Again, the Communist enemy is invisible, background color to Westerby's pursuit of Tiny Ricardo, but an underlying political anxiety is perhaps indicated by the Thai scenes containing the largest cluster of invocations of the word "communist" in the novel (le Carré 1999a, 435, 436, 437, 438, 440) .
Finally, regarding Westerby's last stop, Hong Kong, the true peculiarity of this "British" territory was that it was a Western "capitalist showroom" (Louis 2006, 349) , perched strategically but precariously on the rim of Red China. In Westerby's departing vision, the return to China is apocalyptic, "the looted shops, the empty city waiting like a carcass for the hordes" (le Carré 1999a, 528). The language is ostensibly imperial, but, once Cold-War reality is brought to bear, it merges colonial and Cold War concepts, again evoking Communism as the barbarian at the imperial gate. Communism is thus contemporary savagery, a mob reclaiming the civilized colonial city for the atavistic "jungle," where "the hordes"-the Communist barbarians-will leave the "carcass" of civilization to "rot," private property will be "looted," and capitalism destroyed.
The contemporary Communist threat-real and perceived-is underestimated in critical discourse on The Honourable Schoolboy and also in cultural commentary on this period of history. MacPhee, for instance, follows revisionist historians such as Appleman Williams in arguing that European decolonization disguised the transition from formal to informal imperialism, with Western anti-Communism becoming simply a cover story for capitalist reconfiguration (2011, (22) (23) ). Yet it was by no means clear in 1975-77 that informal imperialism would be successful, with the beneficiaries of European decolonization looking more likely to be the Soviet Union or Communist China than America or Britain. Consequently, the fact that the majority of anti-colonial movements were Communist deserves more pause than is granted by MacPhee, Lazarus (2011) , Gilroy, or Goodman, who, in his examination of The Honourable Schoolboy, does not mention Communism once (2016, . World Communism offered both a philosophical critique of, and an existential threat to, global capitalism. From the Second Congress of the Communist International in 1920, colonialism was rejected as the tool of capitalism (Young 2001, 132-33) , while Marxist theorist Rosa Luxemburg claimed colonialism emanated from capitalism's all-consuming expansionist dynamic (2003, 426) , as later would post-colonial theorist Frantz Fanon (2004, 38) .
Consequently, a 1949 US National Security Council report prophetically declared, "The colonial-nationalist conflict provides a fertile field for subversive Communist movements," specifically citing Southeast Asia (Logevall 2010, 286 ). America's purpose in Korea (1950-53) and Vietnam (1955-75) was to contain Communism in order "to make the world safe for capitalism" (Westad 2007, 31) . The results were an expensive and bloody stalemate (Korea), and a capitalist superpower army being defeated by peasant Communist guerrillas (Vietnam). Meanwhile, the viciously anti-capitalist Khmer Rouge would take over Cambodia the same month Saigon fell, declaring 1975 "Year Zero," before exterminating a fifth of its population for perceived Western corruption (Kiernan 2004) . Moreover, in the mid-70s, the Western capitalist system was in crisis after the collapse of the Bretton Woods system and the OPEC oil crisis, while economically the Soviet Union and China were holding up fairly well (Cooper 2010, 64; Hobsbawm 1994, 474) . Hindsight has diminished how this was an uneasy moment in history for the capitalist West. So the critical choice here is not between either a philosophical anti-Communism in which capitalism is coincidental, or an expedient anti-Communism that masks capitalist imperatives: Communism represented an equal threat to colonialism and capitalism.
It is also crucial to challenge the common claim that anti-Communism was primarily a US preoccupation (Logevall 2010, 282; MacPhee 2011, 26) , with Britain merely concerned to manage decolonization. In Vietnam in 1945-46, Britain suppressed the elected Communist government (Springhall 2001, 38-43) ; in Malaya, Britain's purpose was to nurture a non-Communist succession more sympathetic to enduring British commercial ties (Louis 2006, 566) ; and much of the reason for Britain hanging on to Hong Kong was "to symbolize resistance to Communist expansionism" (Louis 2006, 374) , like the isolated Western redoubt of West Berlin in Eastern Europe.
The British also had good domestic reasons for wishing to contain Communism, explaining why, in Westerby's "vanishing world" rumination-"here [Hong Kong], Phnom Penh, Saigon, London" (le Carré 1999a, 528)-London should appear in that list of vanishing colonial territories. Westerby is invoking the barbarian at the gate of the colonial center-the working class-as kin to the barbarian at the gate of the colonial periphery: Asian Communism. Equally excluded from power, equally ruled by an elite whom their labor enriched, the domestic "other" thus combines with the colonial "other" as existential threat to capitalism. In fact, British imperialism had previously functioned as a useful distraction from class strife: ideologically, "patriotism became [ . . . ] a vital counterweight to class-consciousness [and] the labour movement was 'bribed' by the economic benefits of imperialism" (MacKenzie 1984, 7); practically, troublesome members of the working class could be exported to the colonies. A declining Empire had few sticks or carrots to offer an increasingly restive working class by the mid-70s, however. So the successful struggles of former colonies for national liberation were-for British elites-frighteningly paralleled by the militant struggles of the British working class for improved wages and conditions, especially when those struggles brought down the government of Edward Heath in 1974.
Alan Nadel describes how the United States' "containment" of Communism led to "a rhetorical strategy that functioned to foreclose dissent [and] pre-empt dialogue" on the political left (1995, 14) . If never producing a McCarthyism, E. P. Thompson noted that in Britain, "Anti-Communism has provided an apologia for paralysis [ . . . ] Left" (1965, 347) . From 1971-75, an increasingly radicalized Labour Party and trade unions, and even distinctly moderate Prime Minister, Harold Wilson, were kept under panicked surveillance by le Carré's former colleagues at MI5 in the belief that they were preparing for "communist takeover" (Medhurst 2014, 47-52) . This then is the rhetorically "vanishing world" of Westerby's rumination, postimperial melancholia mobilized to defend Britain's traditional, hierarchical status quo, a society and system founded, in both its industrial and imperial wings, upon a dynamic, voracious and expansionist capitalism.
As such, Communism is not presented as a philosophy, or even a political system in The Honourable Schoolboy but rather as a mode of behavior. Karla methodically murders the agents exposed by the British "mole" (le Carré 1999a, 64-66); Nelson Ko sacks the Christian mission that gave him and his brother succor. When Smiley orders Westerby to try "shaking the tree" to expose Drake Ko (307), the enactment of this colonially loaded metaphor-rendering the racialized "other" animalistic-prompts Drake Ko to respond with a spate of vicious, sadistic murders, which although entirely unrelated to Communism or Karla, prompts the following declaration from Connie Sachs to Smiley: Karla wouldn't give two pins, would he, dearie? [ . . . ] Not for one dead Frost, not for ten. That's the difference really. We can't write it much larger than that, can we, not these days? Who was it used to say "we're fighting for the survival of Reasonable Man?" Steed-Asprey? Or was it Control? I loved that. It covered it all. Hitler. The new thing. That's who we are: reasonable. [ . . . ] We're not just English: we're reasonable. (le Carré 1999a, 353) In another performance of imperial innocence, Britain is characterized by Connie as a bastion of reason, moderation, and humanism. But equally, Communism is "othered" as a negation of these qualities: unreasonable, immoderate, and inhuman. But for Connie, Communism is only the most recent manifestation of the inhuman "other" ("the new thing"), the "beastly"-ness (le Carré 1999b, 121) represented here by Drake Ko, to which British "civilization" is innately superior: Kipling's "lesser breeds without the Law" (1977, 130) . As such, Asian Communism becomes the new object of Britain's historic "civilizing" mission in The Honourable Schoolboy's discourse. Consequently postimperial melancholia takes on an altogether more steely mien: for what links these spurious "civilizing" missions is the maintenance of British power and British profit.
CONCLUSION
This essay has argued that The Honourable Schoolboy, being "in the destructive element immerse [d] " (Conrad 1985, 164 ) of a colonial setting, probes a welter of British anxieties about that nation's past, present, and future role in the world. The text shifts uneasily between assertions of imperial innocence and claims of colonialism as selfless parental nurture. Its focus on Britain's new global role under American hegemony subliminally asserts British moral and ideological superiority to its ally. All these strategies are facets of Gilroy's "postimperial melancholia," and all are inherently contradictory: imperial innocence flags up the original imperial guilt; proclamations of colonial parenting point up the orphaning of children by colonialism; critiquing American imperialism highlights more commonalities than contrasts with Britain.
However, while these postcolonial concerns are key to understanding The Honourable Schoolboy, this essay has argued for a closer focus on the Cold-War enemy, Communism. At the historical moment of The Honourable Schoolboy's writing and publication, Communism still represented a clear and present danger not just to colonialism but also to Western capitalism. Indeed the ontological link between capitalism and colonialism was put stringently by one subversive during the radical foment of 1968: "It was in the world of capital that SIS [MI6] had its traditional heart, in the preservation of trade routes, in the defense of foreign investment and colonial wealth." That subversive was John le Carré (1969, 35) . By The Honourable Schoolboy le Carré appears to have become as squeamish of the concept of "capitalism" as the mainstream media. Indeed le Carré's contemporary comments suggest the conservative credo that only Communists have ideology (Bragg 1976, 90) , against which the West is defending only a "way of life" (Beene 1991, 23) . I have demonstrated, however, that capitalism is the submerged link between colonial and Cold War concerns in both The Honourable Schoolboy and, by extension, broader British culture.
A fascinating consequence of balancing The Honourable Schoolboy's anti-Communist subtext with its postcolonial text is that the political implications of its plot begin to look distinctly different. Operation Dolphin in this light resembles more a Western success rather than a British failure. Dolphin's purpose-checkmating the Soviet Union by neutralizing its Chinese mole-is triumphantly achieved, performing a "containment" of Communism of equal advantage to the United States and the United Kingdom in their joint defense of Western capitalism. The Americans do not thus "defeat" the British by stealing the prize of Nelson Ko: the intelligence gained from Ko will be pooled to general Western benefit. Thus the rivalry in the special relationship is rhetorically overplayed in The Honourable Schoolboy and the white man's burden is shared by America and Britain, just as Kipling counseled (1977, 129) .
At the time of The Honourable Schoolboy's publication, in the aftermath of American defeat in Vietnam, and Communism resurgence in Asia, such a Western victory over Communism was a fantasy. Such fantasies are, however, ideological, and, as a high-profile bestseller, The Honourable Schoolboy gave this ideology broad dissemination. As it transpired, the 1970s Asian Communist threat to capitalism dissipated: some Communist takeovers never occurred (Thailand); one "Communist" regime was neutralized by another (Cambodia by Vietnam); and, several Communist regimes slowly changed their policies to be more capitalist-friendly (Vietnam from 1986; Cambodia; Laos). Meanwhile the radical militancy of Britain's labor movement also dissipated, when, after another period of industrial unrest in 1978-79, Thatcherism legislatively hobbled the labor movement. Consequently, as global capitalism tightened its grip over labor and government alike from the 1980s to 2000s, mid-70s leftist and Communist opposition to capitalism became telescoped to near vanishing point. Now, with the wind turning, it is worth reinvestigating The Honourable Schoolboy's depiction of a seemingly "vanishing world" not just of colonialism, but of capitalism too. have made us expect too much for free, and liberation of our colonies may have gone too fast" (Fleming 1964, 491 (Springhall 2001, 192) . 7 An aide on Gordon Brown as Prime Minister: "You should always believe cock-up not conspiracy theories if you are thinking about our time in office." http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-34236069. This now common formulation unknowingly quotes le Carré, who used the phrase in interviews: http://mg.co.za/article/1997-03-07-police-crime-cock-up-or-conspiracy.
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